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•Weathering: breaking down rock

• Erosion: removal, or transport, of 
rock away

•Uniformitarianism: same 
processes that operate today 
also operated in the past

• Rock physically broken down 
into smaller pieces, but 
remain same rock

• Freezing/thawing

• Release of pressure

• Plant growth

• Animal actions

• abrasion

Mechanical Weathering Chemical Weathering

• Rock broken down by chemical 
changes, pieces are changed 
into new substances

•Water action

• Oxygen (O2) reactions

• Carbon dioxide (CO2) reactions

• Living organisms

• Acid rain

• Freezing & thawing (ice wedging): when water freezes in 
rock’s crack, it expands and forces the rock apart

•Pressure release: when erosion removes material from the 
surface of a rock mass, the release of pressure causes the 
rock to crack and flake off

•Animal actions: animals burrow in the ground and break 
up rock

•Plant growth: tree roots and other plants enter cracks and 
force rocks apart

•Abrasion: sand and other sediment carried by wind, water, 
or ice can wear away at a rock

•Water action: water can dissolve rock and form a solution

•Oxygen reactions (oxidation): oxygen can rust metal and 
other materials

•Carbon dioxide reactions: CO2 in water creates a weak acid 
that breaks down rock

• Living organisms: plants and animals create weak acids that 
break down rock

•Acid rain: rainwater mixed with sulfur, carbon, and nitrogen 
compounds form acids that break down rock and pollute 
environment

•Weathering increases surface area, which speeds up 
weathering! •Rate of weathering: how fast does weathering occur and 

break down rocks? Rate is usually slow and continual 
process, but rate can be sped up!
• Type of rock: some rocks dissolve more easily in water than 

others, some rocks are permeable (spaces inside rock water can 
pass through)

• Climate: weathering occurs faster in wet climates, lots more 
rain and water to wear away and break down rock

• Human activity: human activity can directly (mining, building) 
or indirectly (pollution, acid rain) break down rock


